Showcase your innovation - Digitising the industry

30 Novembre 2022 - 01 Dicembre 2022

At this event the DigiFed-Innovation Pathways will be presented and the strategy for their implementation in a collaborative setting between European Digital Innovation Hubs (EDIHs).
The European-funded project DigiFed has supported more than 100 companies, involving 47 projects throughout Europe and beyond, to develop innovative products through the adoption of advanced digital technologies.

On the 1st of December, the DigiFed project organises the «Showcase your innovation» event, showing the latest innovative solutions in the fields of industry, energy, health, mobility, agriculture and more, and celebrate the achievements of these projects with awards and prizes.

Looking towards the future, new opportunities for 2023 for technology providers as well as end-users will be announced. As the DigiFed Innovation Action comes to an end, the Final Event offers the chance to meet, discuss, and concretize collaboration face-to-face after a couple of years of disrupted interaction.

Participants will learn about the DigiFed-Innovation Pathways, and the strategy for their implementation in a collaborative setting between Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs). Moreover, you will have the chance to learn how the Digital Transformation Accelerator (DTA) will operate, its strategy for EDIH-collaboration and capacity building, opportunities of creating connections beyond the EU-landscape, i.e. Africa, and how the DigiFed-Pathways may fit into this strategy. There will also be a discussion on your needs and priorities when it comes to EDIH-network and the DTA.
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